cut out and keep

Getting to know...
E672 Leather Cleaner and
E675 Leather Conditioner

Continuing Spencer Young’s look at how to
get the most out of Prochem solutions …

E672 Leather Cleaner
and conditioner containing speciality surfactants and neat’s-foot
oil. It is a mildly acidic cleaner, specially formulated to clean
pigmented smooth hides (it’s important to note that it is not
recommended on aniline hides) and has a pleasant light lemon
fragrance. Here’s how to get the best out of it:

HOW do you ensure there can be no hiding place for dirt in leather
upholstery? The answer lies in a double whammy of two relative
newcomers to the Prochem Europe cleaning solution range
(plus the ‘magic touch’ that is B109 Fibre & Fabric Rinse).
With its new spray applicator, E672 is an upholstery cleaner
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First of all, test
carefully for
colour transfer on
the upholstery.

Next, work
the cleaner
into the hide using
circular motions.

E675 Leather Conditioner
PROCHEM’S neutral pH conditioner replaces natural oils
removed through cleaning. It also works well in general
use on smooth pigmented hides, restoring suppleness
and helping protect against cracking and stains.
The key point with this non-greasy product is to use
it sparingly (less is better!).
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Firstly (as
always),
test for colour
transfer.

In areas of heavy
soiling, it is
worth while using
a Tampico brush
to loosen soil.

Now, prepare a solution of Prochem
B109 Fibre & Fabric Rinse diluted
at 50ml per litre of water. Immerse a clean
cotton towel in the solution and then wring
it out until damp and go over the area just
cleaned to remove soil and cleaner. Now, we
can move on to the best ﬁnishing treatment
you can have for leather upholstery.
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Now, spread E675
evenly to the hide
using a slightly damp
white towel.
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Leave the solution to
dry for ﬁve minutes and
then buff it using a clean dry
white towel. Job done!

Useful tip:

✂
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Why not cut out and keep these at-a-glance guides to using Prochem products? Let us
know if you would like a speciﬁc Prochem product featured in Cleaning Specialist.

✂

✂

Price this conditioner into your jobs when you quote and leave some product with your customers, instructing them
to apply it to arms, headrests and cushions.
They will be delighted with the performance of their upholstery and you will have provided a brilliant service
(which hopefully will reward you with more work in the future).

